A new corporate identity for Adex.

44 years ago Mr. Jan Aalberts founded Adex. His goal was to be the leading manufacturer of extrusion dies for the
aluminium industry. During the years that followed this goal has never changed and was the driving force behind the
success that has brought Adex to where is it right now in 2021.
Our drive to come up with cutting edge technology has brought many novelties in the market. Novelties that have
given Adex the name and status everybody is aware of; a supplier of high-end die technology.

Our logo has changed during the years. The last change was done several years ago. Now in 2021 we have decided to
change the logo once more. However we look back at the logos of the past and combine the best of all the logos to
come to the new logo.

One of the biggest changes we have made to our logo is the shape. Our new logo stands for
the thing that made us to what we are; we produce extrusion dies for the aluminium and
magnesium extrusion industry. Nearly all of the products we produce are round. So that is the
reason why we have chosen to change our logo to a round logo. It just makes sense.

The name “Adex” has gotten its distinctive A back. We have update the old font with sharper
edges than the original logo. Basically introducing the old logo to the 21st century. Ready for
another 40+ years.

In our logo we have added our core business. “Extrusion die technology” is what we do and
what makes special in the die market. Our dies are technology dies that bring benefits to our
customers and we are proud to do so.

We just love blue!
Blue is our color. And what is not to love about it! Blue is the color that Adex has used as its ‘own’ color and this will not
change. We’ve just added a second lighter blue to our color scheme. This will be used in our new website, flyers,
business card, etc.

We are very proud of our new logo and corporate identity!
But the Logo is not what makes us Adex. It’s the people behind the logo. Theses have not changed.
We are Adex!
Introducing the new corporate identity at Adex will be done with a sustainable way of working. This means that it will take
some time for the logo and identity to be changed completely. Why throw away things that are still good?
For us this will mean that the change of the complete identity will take some time. Please have some patience. Good things
just take time.
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